OneShare for Digital:
featuring Xamarin
The Ultimate “Out of the Box” Mobile DevOps Platform
Digital transformation is no longer a future strategy, it is an immediate reality. Customers today expect real-time information
and access to your products and services. The marketplace demands a consistent digital experience across multiple platforms
and devices in addition to a simple interface and flawless application functionality.
During this digital transformation journey, your organization will feel the need to increase the speed of the application
development process in order to remain competitive. However, with increased speed comes increased challenges. Maybe the
on-boarding of your application teams takes too long and productivity does not start until the environment is configured.
Sometimes the inconsistency of the developer environments slows down the process. Then there is the challenge of making sure
you have the right infrastructure skills and resources. Finally there is the time it takes to test the application. All of these factors
contribute to the speed and accuracy of delivering a quality application.
Sogeti clearly had these challenges in mind when developing OneShare for Digital. Faster time to market starts now.

OneShare, Sogeti’s cloud platform solution, has been
enhanced for DevOps and combines pre-tested,
approved and configured tool sets with platforms,
services, and processes providing a repeatable and
consistent mobile development platform.

Solution Strength through Partnership
Sogeti OneShare for Digital has partnered with Microsoft and Xamarin to integrate their leading technologies into one robust
solution. Using the power of Microsoft Azure, Sogeti is able to provide pay-as-you consume pricing options that also allow for
greater development speed and agility. Xamarin studio and Test Cloud provides a mobile cross-platform development
capabilities with a single code base. This gives you the ability to test mobile applications on multiple devices with streamlined
visibility in a fraction of the time. Sogeti OneShare provides standard templates and configured tool sets that bring the entire
process together, giving you the capacity to spin up and replicate test environments in a matter of minutes.

Taking the Next Step in Your Digital
Transformation Journey
Getting started with OneShare for Digital
in a simple process.
1. Contact Sogeti to arrange for a
OneShare for Digital Demonstration
2. Schedule an initial 1 day workshop with
the Sogeti OneShare team to discuss
environment requirements

The Value and Benefits of OneShare for Digital

3. Sogeti will provide a personalized
quote within 2 days of the workshop

Sogeti created OneShare for Digital with organizations like yours in
mind. No two cloud journeys are ever alike, but our experience has
allowed us to develop strong cloud competencies, tools,
accelerators and a high level of expertise that has proven to be
repeatedly successful. We can provide specific value through the
following:

4. Initial implementation and onboarding can take place within one
week

5. Application
management
and
maintenance services are also available
post implementation.

For more information visit
www.sogeti.com/oneshare
OR contact George Georghiou, Global Lead for
OneShare:
George.georghiou@sogeti.com

Full Lifecycle up to DevOps
 A one stop shop for Mobile Application Development and
Testing
 strategy, consulting, design, migration, testing & run
 Combining application and infra assets
Optimize Infrastructure Consumption and Costs
 Pay per use model
 Visibility into specific project costs
 Catalog of services and options
Increase Application Time to Market
 Replicate development and testing environments with
OneShare in minutes
 Pre-built templates and tools to optimize you staff and
time
 Reduced on-boarding and hiring staff with specific
infrastructure skills
High Reliability & Quality
 Leading in Quality Assurance - Testing & monitoring the
integration, performance and security
Leading Technology Partnerships
 Our partnership with Microsoft grants us direct access to
the Xamarin and Microsoft product and development
teams, exclusive resources, funding and sales assistance.

